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STELLAR JOCKEYS JULY NEWSLETTER
Welcome to your monthly Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for July 2022. Our

most recent test build was just �nished, and an important news post is up

on Steam regarding Brigador Killers.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Monthly Dev Posts to Steam Start Now

We've just wrapped up on the internal BKTEST04 dev build this month,

which is slowly but surely expanding the scope of what we think can do

with Brigador Killers. In addition, starting this month, updates on BK's

progress are still going to be delivered to our newsletter regulars on a

monthly basis, but we're also going to be posting a much longer version

to Steam at the same time. The main reason for this is two-fold:

We want to start talking more openly about our progress to a wider

audience

Steam a�ords us much more space than a newsletter

So for July's inaugural Steam post we've written about where we're at with

BK, what sort of expectations we wish to set and have answered some of

the user questions we put out a call for last month - plus a bunch of

screenshots. We hope you enjoy it.
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Read Latest  BK Dev Post

Here's Another Gamedev Stream

Hugh did some bugtesting live on Twitch recently as well as explain the

pitch for BK's overall gameplay in this latest VOD. If you wish to watch

these live, the best way to catch them is to sign up for the Dev Stream role

in our Discord server by entering ~joindevstream as its own message in

chat. Regardless, all streams will be archived on their respective channels

on Twitch, and devstreams of note will also be cross posted to our

YouTube so we can add things like timestamps.

New Zealand Now Available For Shipping

As of July 20, 2022, we are able to ship physical merchandise again to New

Zealand. Thank you for your patience.

Browse Store

Community Spotlight

A quiet month for once. 50Doller returns with a couple more illustrations

in the style of military rag covers. One for spacers...
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...and one for loyalists. Click for big versions of both.

If you've only just recently signed up to our newsletter, the #becks_best

channel on our Discord server contains a wealth of fan-made content

going all the way back to 2018.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

It's the summer so there won't be much in the way of "new" stu�, but for

the next Steam post we'll do a more detailed retrospective of the BKTEST

builds at the end of August.
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